WOCOTEC 3412

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

WOCOTEC 3412 is an outstanding water displacing indoor rust preventive. The highly protective film of WOCOTEC 3412 left on the metal surface is ultra thin, non-staining, self-healing, and can be removed with alkali cleaners.

TYPICAL PROPERTIES

- Flash Point, °F, COC ...................... 140
- Film Thickness, MILS .................... 0.07
- Humidity Cabinet*, Days ..............60+

*Standard Humidity Cabinet ASTM-D-1748 using polished panels at 120°F and 100% relative humidity.

SHIPPING CONTAINERS

Available in 5 gallon pails, 55 gallon drums or 275 gallon bulk containers.

HEALTH & SAFETY

Material Safety Data Sheets are available for all Wallover products. Consult the MSDS for information regarding the storage, handling and disposal of this product.

WARRANTY

All reasonable effort has been made to ensure that the information provided in this publication is accurate. No warranties are expressed or implied since the use of this product is beyond our control.